Wood Blocks

Description
Buckaroo Wood Blocks are precision-cut blocks that are used as part of the Buckaroo Pipe Support System to prevent the crushing of insulation at the hanger locations. Buckaroo Wood Blocks are available in standard wood stock or hard wood (oak).

Features and Benefits
• The low cost provides economical support for the piping.
• Available in a choice of standard wood stock or hard wood allows for various engineering specifications.
• The Wood Blocks are pre-bagged with labels stating the sizes in each bag. They are easy to carry and identify on the jobsite.

Applications
Buckaroo Wood Blocks are used at hanger locations where the insulation must resist compression. Buckaroo Wood Blocks are capable of supporting pipe sizes from 1 ½” to 30” I.P.S. at temperatures ranging from -120°F to 200°F. For special applications, please call Buckaroos, Inc., or your local distributor.

Guide Specifications
Wherever pipe insulation passes through a hanger Location, install the Buckaroo Wood Blocks in combination with the Buckaroo Flared Edge Hanger Saddle. The thickness of the Buckaroo Wood Block must be the same as the thickness of the insulation.

Recommended Installation Instructions
Place the Buckaroo Wood Blocks between the bottom of the pipe and the Buckaroo Metal Shield exactly at the hanger location. The thickness of the Wood Block must be the same as the thickness of the insulation.

To install a Wood Block, first remove a section of the insulation equal to the size of the Wood Block. Then insert the Wood Block in that location.

See the following diagram for the recommended placement of Wood Blocks on various size piping.